NOTE: THIS IS NOT A SUGGESTION,
THE CLEAR PROCEDURE BELOW MUST BE
DONE THE FIRST TIME THE BOARD IS
PLUGGED IN.
S6000 EASY CLEAR CHIPS, HOW TO USE THEM TO CLEAR YOUR BOARD
Step 1. Remove your existing U28 and U43 chips and set them aside.
Step 2. Install the easy clear chips at U28 and U43.
Put your old chips in the conductive box provided.
Step 3. locate DSW1 along the
left edge of your board.
Step 4. if there is a jumper
module at DSW1
(as seen in the picture)
instead of a DIP switch
remove it and plug in
the 8 position DIP switch
provided with your easy
clear chips. Switch 1
should be on top.
If there is a DIP switch
1
at DSW1 then put the
one provided back in
8
the conductive box.
Step 5. Turn all of the switches
on the 8 position DIP
oﬀ.
Step 6. Turn on only switch #8.

CLEARING THE BOARD
Step 7. Plug your board back
into the game.
Step 8. While holding in the
TEST and PSEUDO
COIN buttons on
the front of your tray
AND while watching
the front door display
turn on power and
look for a CHC then
a CLC.
Step 9. If you get a CHP and
CLP tap the reset
button and immediately
hold in the TEST and
PSEUDO buttons to
try again.
Step 10. Turn oﬀ power to the game
and pull out the board and
turn DSW1 DIP switch #8
oﬀ.
Step 11. Install your board and
turn power back on.

Step 12. DO NOT CLOSE THE
DOOR. Wait for the reels
to do their bump seek, when
they are done you will see
some numbers on the
display, some ﬂashing.
Tap your change button
complements of
once to get to a 50 code on
K-LAR Electronic Slot Repair
the display. Close the door
klar.slotrepair@gmail.com
and you are ready to play.
702-363-9998
Step 13. Mail your old U28 and U43
and the DIP switch provided
(if you already had one in your board)
back to us please.

